
For generations, hard-working immigrants have come 

to the United States, started their own companies 

and created millions of American jobs.  Foreign-born 

entrepreneurs, scientists and inventors have been 

vital to establishing America as a world leader in 

business, technology and innovation. Yet, America’s 

immigration system too often blocks future leaders 

from bringing their talent and hard work to help 

build the American economy.  To remain a leader 

in an increasingly competitive global economy, 

the United States must attract and keep the best, 

brightest, and hardest working people from all 

corners of the world. 

The economic impact of immigrant entrepreneurs 

ranges from family businesses that dot the street 

corners of small towns to major companies that have 

become cornerstones of their industries.  Immigrant 

inventors stimulate the economy, creating new 

technologies and products that are sold around the 

world. In fact, some of the American companies that 

helped build and define the modern economy 

– including Google, Yahoo!, Intel, and eBay – were 

founded by immigrants.  In recent years, immigrants 

were nearly twice as likely to start a new business as 

individuals born in the United States.1 

To create new jobs in the 21st century and maintain 

its economic dominance on the world stage, the 

United States must promote policies that encourage

talented immigrants with fresh ideas to come 

to America and work to build a better future for 

generations to come. 
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Immigrant inventors are responsible for 
many international patents:5

High-skilled immigrants work in 
areas that promote job growth:
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Five additional jobs are created  
for every high-skilled visa (h1b) because immigrants 
often work in R&D and exports.4
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Immigrant entrepreneurs start 
new businesses and create jobs:

Over one decade, immigrant founded 
ventures created: 

25% 
of technology 
and engineering 
companies from 1995 to 2005 
had at least one immigrant key founder3

450,000 JOBS and represented a market 
capitalization of roughly $500 BILLION 2
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